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TO : Eall '. TWSO-s, _>'ef DATE: :rc ec;
Licens nr Brcunch Dock) e .k -

FROM Clifford K. Beck, Chief
Hazards Evaluation 3ranch

SUBJECT: iT-- '7".' A' L Wik.S X T-M; AIED:.E;T OF S":i-33

In reply to your memoranduim of Larch 19, 1958, we have reviewed the
information (dated March 14, 1958) submitted by the applicant in
reply to our earlier questions.

The subject amendment deals -with four processes or operations:

1. Pelleting Process
2. Hooded Grinding Operation
3. All-Assay U02 Production Facility
4. U02F2 and 110 2 (N0 3 ) 2 Facility

If these operations and processes are carried out in accordance with
the procedures and with the safeguards and limits outlined in the,
subject application and amendments, we see no reason, from the stand-
point of nuclear safety, why the proposed operations are not acceptable.
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ll'U CŽ2;r.'.T CiL~*JCAL tW RKS APPLTCATI r F' R.E mXIN'!T OF S^ :i-33

In reply to your mneorandum of March 19, 1958, we have reviewed the
information (dated March 314, 1958) suliitted by the applicant in
reply to our earlier questions.

The subject amendment deals with four processes or operations

1.
2.
3.
4.

Pelleting Process
Hooded Grinding Operation
All-Assay U02 Production Facility
U0 2F2 and U02 (N0 3 ) 2 Facility

If these operations and processes are carried out in accordance with
the procedures and with the safeguards and limits outlined in the
subject application and amendments we see no reason, from the stand-
point of nuclear safety, why the proposed operations are not acceptable.
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